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Orthogonalized Slater-type orbitals and Ortho-normalized Slater-type orbitals were derived from the conventional Slater-type 

orbitals (STO*s) by use of the continuous orthonormalizing which is expanded from the Schmidt's orthogonalizing procedure. 

These orbitals have the merits which STO's have not, such as; they are orz/io-normalized each other and have the same numbers 

of the radial nodes that the real hydrogenlike wave functions do, so that they must be a good basis functions of LCAO MO 

procedures, i.e., the best approximate representation of SCF method.

Introduction

The calculation of the molecular energies, transition 

moments, bond strengths, and other physical and chemical 

quantities by the SCF (self-consistent field) method,1-5 the MO 

(molecular orbital) is the LCAO (linear combination of atomic 

orbitals), in which AO's are called the "basis set" of MO.

Hydrogen-like atomic orbitals are rarely used as basis sets 

because the evaluation of the molecular integrals resulting from 

their use presents diffkmlt mathematical problems.

One approach for simplifying the problem has been to 

substitute more manipulative mathematical functions for the 

hydrogen-like orbitals. The most frequently used mathematical 

expressions for the AO's are STO*s (Slater-type orbitals)6-7 or 

GTO's (Gaussian나ype orbitals).8, 9

The GTO's which are used to describe the atomic orbitals 

provide the theoretical chemist with the simplest form of func

tion for evaluation, but bear more less resemblance to the 

hydrogenlike orbitals than STO*s. Therefore, in order to achieve 

the same level of accuracy with a Gaussian basis set as with a 

Slater basis set, the three or more Gaussian functions must be 

used for the minimal basis which consists of the minimum 

number of atomic orbitals which are necessary to accommodate 

all the electrons of the system.10- 11

To obtain orbital more similar to the hydrogenic orbital than 

STO's, the author orthogonalized and ortho-normalized the 

conventional STO's as follows; We can consider atom as a vec

tor space and its AO's the component vectors in its vector space. 

Accordingly, putting X, = r},, the vector, orthogonal to 

must be given by the Schmidt's orthogonalizing process:

为F-씅齢"El) ⑴

where (X,-| X,) is the dot product of vector X(- which are equal 

to the overlap integrals between members of an orthogonal 

set of vector in all spaces, and r\j are the STO's6 7 with the 

following algebraic form;

〃心(r, e, s) =((*)""'/(2n) !)七产七-"匕5 (0, S) (2) 

where t is Slater exponent which is either fixed or treated as 

a variational, and subscripts, nt m stand for quantum 

numbers.

One can extend the procedure of eq. (1) to the case of the 

system with 〃一atomic orbitals, and obtain the next equation:

= （%】丨如）

_ _ （%2 丨 〃 3） _ （Xl I ?? 3）

'一 為）％无了

(Z1 I ^7 r)
(3)

where Xr are the ortho-gonalized STO, Xnlm (r, 6, <P) and 

stand for the 〃끼晓(7,<p) of Eq(2).

These X;s and be normalized as follows8;

^r=Xr/«XriXr>)  ̂ (4)

where denotes orthonormalized Slater-type orbital,如(r, 

0,中)with quantum numbers.

Results and Discussion

The results calculated from the eqs. (2), (3) and (4) were listed 

in Table 1 and 2. Comparing 乂血(r, 6, <|>) and f (r, 0,9^) with 

the real hydrogenlike wave function, xynlm6 (r, 8,0,卩 we may 

recognize that thir type is the same form as (r, 9,甲), 

so that they have the same numbers of their radial node, 

W + Therefore they are a good representation of the SCF 

method mentioned above but the conventional STO's, ?»小(r, 

0, ◎)" have no radial nodes for the orbitals; 2sf 3s, 3p, 4s, 4p, 

4d, 5s etc. So they are not a good description of the SCF 

method.

Also two of rjnlm6 (r, 0,伊)which are different from each other 

only in their n quantum number are not orthogonal, but the 

%지끼d (f, 8, 甲) are orthogonal, so that the 465 overlap integrals 

between any two orbitals of 31 Xnlm6 (r,仇甲)'s with only one 

different value amon흥 nt £, m and d go to zero, and in the 

case of 8 nim6 (r, 0,甲)，those integrals have only unit or zero value 

as they are orthonormal each other by the next equation.

。膘时耽編(5) 

where L頌 (r, 8,9，) and 如了커育 (r, 0, belong to the same 

atom (center) of the molecule. If the subscripts have the same 

value respectively, has unit value and if not, it has

zero value.

As an example, if we will consider the overlap integrals, 

(2成I卽J and (2px\2p^), we shall obtain very easily unit from the 

former and zero from the latter repectively. Eventually, we have
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TABLE 1: Orthogonalized Slater-type Orbitals (皿間，*

n i m d Designation Function

1 0 0 0 1 s (尸/n)七2

2 0 0 0 2s （尸/12 村）* 니）厂"

2 1 0 0 2 0 (^/n^re-^cosQ

2 1 ±1 1 2PX (£s/n)wre-Cr5/n0 eg

2 1 ±1 -1 2 0 （尸/n）勺•厂°虹湖仙屛

3 0 0 0 3 s (尸/90n)%(2f沪 一 4"+1 )e~^

3 1 0 0 3% （”0矿攸一3）亦淑

3 1 ±1 1 3 Px (f$/30n)유/■(2fr-3)e-bs讷& cos^

3 1 ±1 -1 3 Py (^5/30n)ftr(2Cr - 3)e~ ^sM sg

3 2 0 0 3 缶/8끼骑尸厂气2皿拍一 卩）

3 2 ±1 1 3 % (2^/3하勺祢湖 cos6 cos^

3 2 ±1 -1 3 d皿 (2f/3n)%，七W"湖 cos6 sin^

3 2 ±2 1 3 dx—y （*6끼十厂知^0（印帝 -s珈勺

3 2 ±2 -1 3 % （2尸/3끼%户厂 "s讷20 eg

4 0 0 0 4 s (尸/5040n) %岬尸 一 18 b尸 +18 0 — 3 )e e

4 1 0 0 4 A 借/105찌유冷宀紗+3）尸七湖

4 1 ±1 1 4PX 伊/105砂"，«沪 -4b+3）e-如泌 co여，

4 1 ±1 -1 40 (”/105w)”r(尸户-4“+ 3)厂知湖 sinj

4 2 0 0 4d『 (尸/44丽)유产(20」5)厂“ (2co^0-n)

4 2 ±1 1 皿 (47/84n) - 5 )e~ cosQ eg

4 2 ±1 -1 4奴 (孕/84n)十(2“一5)矿"$加6 cos6 sin^

4 2 ±2 1 4 (b/336n)워产(少一 5)bW成'。(cq汗 - sin2^)

4 2 ±2 -1 4d“ (f”84끼十(2"-5)矿” sin26 sin^ cos^

4 3 0 0 44 (5尸/576)워(4印网-3)

4 3 ±1 1 4 J指 （齿/384时十厂如汹cos机4cos珀一1）

4 3 ±1 -1 4/負 (5S〃384h)*尸厂知湖 s洒(4cos节一 1)

4 3 ±2 1 4-At*2-1) (尸/12卩)%尸厂知?和 COS0(CO52+-5W2+)

4 3 ±2 -1 4/w (尸/3끼"岫-"s加珀 cos6 sin^ co曲

4 3 ±3 1 4兀 (尸/72卩)勺"官财加 co^f(coj2!-3sm2|)

4 3 ±3 -1 4J （尸/72찌어户丁它s加纽 s讷Ms如为 - 3cos會）

5 0 0 0 5 s (尸/28350”)为(2S，4 一 16 尸尸 + 36?尸-24《「+ 3)

XP-ir

*d value; 0.1 and - 1 stand for having zero, cosine and sine combination in the transformation of the complex wave functions into the real functions.

TABLE 2: Orthonormalized Slater-type Orbitals (代?*)*

n t m 6 Designation Function

1 0 0 0 1 s (2 顷e”

2 0 0 0 2S (2 顷(2b-l)e“

2 1 0 0 2PZ (时 3/끼 "厂 ArM

2 1 ±1 1 2PX （8《3/只2）워彤-如泌 CO曲

2 1 ±1 -1 2Py （8尸/护）“厂知河si屛

3 0 0 0 3s (20%(2《沪-4"+1)厂3

3 1 0 0 3Px （8卩/新广g - 3 ）亦。团

3 1 ±1 1 3Px （8尸/3玲F2”-3）厂知湖A桝

3 1 ±1 -1 3Py （辭/3眄侦就_3）。“和湖$次

3 2 0 0 3d『 (8C5/(9n 一6卩2))堂2厂气2 co^O 一 n)

3 2 ±1 1 3 dxz (32尸/3砂)十e"s袖 cosG cos^

3 2 ±1 -1 3d磐 （32尸/3f）財e"前湖cosQ系屛

3 2 ±2 1 3 4—俨 （32C5/9n2）wr2e-知/毛（跚州 - 成처，）

3 2 ±2 -1 3 dxy (1284s/9n2)w/ae-{rSi>iie 疝껴，eg

4 0 0 0 3 s (2。9) 유 (4尸尸一 18 ?产 +18 “ 一 3)厂"

4 1 0 0 3 0 (16尸/3矿伯J0 + 3)e-%os0

4 1 ±1 1 4 0 （16尸/3旳勺•（卩^一化广 + 力厂知'湖 cq여，

4 1 ±1 -1 4Py （16尸/細V’仲尸 一 4"+3 ）e~ *si油 s洲）

4 2 0 0 w (8Cs/(45n-3On2))w/a(2Cr-5)e-£f(2coj20-n)

4 2 ±1 1 4dxz （3고尸/15『）*户（2£「一5）厂”前"。cosG cos^

4 2 ±1 -1 4dyz (32尸/15")3(26-5)厂知湖 cose 前冲

4 2 ±2 1 4 df_ya （32^/45亍产尸Q0J 5 ）厂知，初（印$为-血會）



*d value; 0.1 and - 1 stand for having zero, cosine and sine combination in the transformation of the complex wave functions into the real functions.
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4 2 ±2 -1 4 dxy (128尸/45tF)处尸(2“•一5)*」5佛方2。sin^ g

4 3 0 0 （16彳/45 히%尸厂"cos。（섹 cos毛一 3）

4 3 ±1 1 % (16C7 /45n2)，A Pe ~ ^sinB^cos1^-1 )co5+

4 3 ±1 -1 S （16^/45玲勺成洒（4皿炉。-1 ）s”冷

4 3 ±2 1 %” (128孕/45『)％尸厂幺成2。cosQicos1^ — sin1^)

4 3 ±2 -1 4 •板 (512C7/45n2) lhf^e^irsin2Q cosQ sin^ cos^

4 3 ± 3 1 4兀 (128W/225砂)％%-知* c。的(coS) -3血勺

4 3 ± 3 -1 4/， (128f〃225玲十厂 ^sin3Q sin^sin2^ - 3 cos2^

5 0 0 0 5 s (2£/9)Wb -16 尸尸 + 36 3 - 24"+3)次

improved the conventional STO*s and obtained the ortho

normalized STO*s which are closest in form to the hydrogenic 

orbitals. These new orbitals, 9, f) shall be extensive

ly utilized in LCAO-MO procedures in the near future.
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The Pressure Effect on the Ionization of m-chloroanilinium Ion in Sodiumacetate Buffer Solution
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The dissociation constantsWof m-chloroanilinium ion in water-ethanol mixture, where the volume percentage of water is 89.5%, 

were evaluated by UV-spectroscopic method at 20~50°C, up to 1500 bars with changing ionic strength from 0.04 to 0.10 mol 

kg-1 by use of acetate buffer. K values enhance with increasing ionic strength and temperature, but decrease with elevating pressure. 

From K values, we obtained the partial molar volume change and some other thermodynamic parameters. From the values of 

enthalpy, entropy and isoequilibrium temperature (649 K), we concluded that the dissociation of m-chloroanilinium ion men

tioned above is controlled by enthalpy.

Introduction

To observe the more direct phenomena of the solution, one 

must measure the effect of pressure on the volumes of different 

concentrations because pressure is the conjugated ther

modynamic variable of volume which is more direct and visual 

parameter than entropy conjugated to temperature.

The influence of pressure on the ionization of some 

substituted anilinium ions had already been studied.1 But m- 

chloroanilinium ion has not been done, so the authors measured 

its optical coefficients up to 1500 bars at several pH's and 

temperatures in water-ethanol mixture.

To extend the study to ionization reaction of some similar 

types, let us consider the next equation.

RNHJ+HQ^RNH/+HsO+ (l) 

where RNH； stands for anilinium ion from aniline(RNH2) in 

an acidic solution.

Putting the degree of dissociation of eq. (1) a, one can write 

the optical density of the buffer solution containing the 

anilinium ion, A as follows:

A=(l — +uArnhz (2)

where ARNH; and ARNH1 are the absorbance of the RNH： and 

RNHi respectively.

From the eq*s.(l) and (2), we simplified the dissociation con

stant, K of anilinium ion to be the exact relationship.2-4

K = a 7rnh27hm)+"내祯+ (3)

l~a 7rnh：

where the y, denotes activity coefficients of chemical species, 

i and zmHjO+ represents the molality of hydronium ions, by


